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Debt Market Friction, Firm-specific Knowledge Capital Accumulation and
Macroeconomic Implications

Yicheng Wang

Department of Economics, University of Oslo, P.O. box 1095 Blindern, 0317 Oslo Norway

Abstract

This paper studies research and development (R&D) investment and accumulation of firm-specific knowledge capital (i.e., human
capital) in the presence of debt market frictions, highlighting the macroeconomic implications. Empirically, R&D investment
and knowledge capital are negatively correlated with debt at the firm level, which is in contrast with the positive relationship
between physical investment and firm debt. I propose a new model to account for these facts: Firms accumulate firm-specific
knowledge capital through R&D investment. However, knowledge capital - different from physical capital - cannot be used as
banking collateral. Firms with high R&D investment opportunities rely more on internal finance and less on external debt. The
model is quantitatively consistent with empirical facts along several dimensions. Based on the model, I then study the implications
of two industrial policies. A practice that encourages using intellectual property as collateral for bank loans has a relatively small
effect. I recommend a policy of tax credits for R&D investment. In fact, this policy can increase output by more than 5% and
welfare by more than 3% in the long run.
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1. Introduction

A firm invests in research and development (R&D) to in-
troduce and broaden knowledge of its product and process in-
novations. The investment in knowledge is important for a
firm’s competitiveness and value (e.g., Hall (2007); Hall et al.
(2009)), and for the overall economy’s output and growth
(e.g., Grossman and Helpman (1991) and Aghion and Howitt
(1992)).1

However, R&D investments are difficult to finance with ex-
ternal funds in a freely competitive market place, and thus are
typically financed by internal funds (see, e.g., Hall and Lerner
(2010) and Brown and Petersen (2011)). In line with the litera-
ture, I first empirically document that firms with more intensive
R&D investment are associated with lower indebtedness.2 This
fact is in contrast to traditional physical investment; firms with
more physical investment are associated with higher debt and
higher leverage ratios. What is a rational and tractable model to
explain this? Are there policy implications that we can draw? I
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1In fact, U.S. public firms on average have an R&D investment/assets ratio

of about 7%; the accumulated R&D stock/physical capital ratio is around 1
(according to Compustat).

2Since these empirical findings are not the main contribution of this paper,
I delegate the analysis to section 9 in the appendix. The results confirm that
R&D intensive firms tend to save more cash and liquid assets and borrow less
in the near future; internal cash is very important for firms to fund current R&D
investment. This paper mainly tries to further explore the macroeconomic im-
plications of limited pledgeability for knowledge capital in a structural model.

propose and quantify the following mechanism: Firms accumu-
late firm-specific knowledge capital through R&D investment.
However, knowledge capital - different from physical capital
- cannot be used as banking collateral (limited pledgeability).
When firms have high R&D investment opportunities, they tend
to rely more on internal finance and less on external debt. The
new quantitative model is reasonably consistent with empirical
facts. Based on this model, I then study the macroeconomic
implications of industrial policies related to R&D investment.

Specifically, the dynamic model economy consists of a large
number of heterogenous firms. A firm uses two types of capi-
tal, traditional physical capital and knowledge capital, as well
as labor input to produce final output. Firms are assumed to
be competitive in the output market. In the cross-section, firms
differ in their idiosyncratic productivity for output production
as well as for knowledge good production; they also have dif-
ferent financial assets and knowledge capital in the state vari-
ables. Knowledge capital is assumed to be firm-specific, and
hence it can only be accumulated within the firm by utilizing
existing knowledge capital and labor inputs. In the debt mar-
ket, a firm is subject to a collateral constraint and only physical
capital can serve as collateral. An individual firm, condition-
ing on its state variables, solves its dynamic optimization prob-
lem and chooses its labor input for the output production, labor
in the process of knowledge good production, physical capital
to rent, dividend to distribute and net financial assets to save
for the next period. This paper differs from previous studies
on standard firms’ problems (e.g., Cooley and Quadrini (2001),
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